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Speaker and author of Brilliant Stress Management

WhBt ie stre@-It;is al{ off t$'e day"@ay, week-to*week problems
and diffiqq&ies ryq heve to face. lt is theengry boss, the aggressive
driyq{r &he rudm shop assista{*, the prqqqing deadline, tlee stupid
help{gt!"and the queue that never rygyes in the supermarket. }t is
the emdlqqs"list d thinss We fuave to
:

do,

this in our lives, so why is it that
some people let themselves get really
stressed and frustrated and angry; and
make themselves really ill ... while others
seem to take it all in their stride: they're cool, they're
relaxed, they just handle it. Nothing seems to stress
them.
Stress is the combination of events that challenge
us psychologically and physiologically. And because we
sometimes respond well, coping and even thriving under
the pressure, while at other iirur our rurponse is to get
'stressed out', it is clearly not the stress that does the
damage; it is our response to it.
We humans have evolved our stress responses
to deal with very real threats f rom things like large
predators. Whenever your brain detects stress, it
responds in just the same way as your ancestors',
e all have

hormones are released into your bloodstream and
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together they have a massive impact on you. Your
natural response to stress comes from the effect of
these hormones.
Your senses become more acute, your breathing
becomes faster and shallower, your pulse rate shoots
up and your muscles get tense, ready to spring into
action Y?, sweat, you become anxious ... you want to
run away!
And at the same time as this part of your nervous
system - called you r sympathetic nervous system jumps into overload, your body shuts down the other
part, lhe parasympothetic nervoussystem. This is the
part responsible for immunity, repair, digestion, sleep
regulation and sexual function.
So, as if it isn't bad enough that when we are
stressed, we tense up, we sweat and our hearts race,
but we also lose our appetite, can't sleep, get spots and
Sound familiar? Stress is not itself a bad thing:

1

what is bad for you is to carry over this response from
one day to the next. Long-term stress causes the
immune system to respond with chronic inflammation.
directly on the brain to prodr.. aepression, anxiety,
memory loss and inability to concentrate The physical
manifestations of long-term stress can include fatigue,
weight gain, constipation, high cholesterol levels and
high blood pressure. ln this way, continued stress can
teaA to chronic mental and physical illness

Five points of control to manage stress
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lf it is you r response to stress
that does the damage, then this is
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where you must take action. You
cannot control external events, but
you can control the way you deal with
them, And control is the secret: we feel
stressed out when we do not feel in
control.
There are five areas of your
life where you can take control, and
therefore manage your stress levels:
your physical response to stress,
your environment, how you use your
time, your attitudes, and your mental
response to stress (see Box)
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You cannot manage stress - like time,
it is an external inf luence that we must
all deal with, But you can manage the
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way you respond to it. By asserting
your control over two or three specific
areas of your life, you can dispel your
stress response, and therefore remove
the harm that long-term stress can
cause. When you do this, you restore
stress to its rightf ul place in your
life: as a sign that will warn you of
impending danger and prepare you to
deal
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with it.

ln a big storm, it is the deeply
rooted trees and the young, supple
saplings that brush off the wind as if
it were not there. Create firm roots by
establishing habits that help you stay
in control; and develop the suppleness
to flex with the circumstances around
you. lf you do this, then stress will do
you no damage.

Mike Clayton is an author, speaker and
trainer, whose twelve books inciude:
Britliantsfress Management, Britliant Time
Book, ,:d tlow
Malaoe,menj, Th:
Y?s{fldo
to Speak so Peop/e liiten. His ieminars
cover the sarne range of topics, and
you can read about all of his books and
se rn i na rs at wruvw. rmi ke*lmyt*r:.cm" usk.
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